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Abstract
We present a simple information theoretical proof of the Fueter-Po´lya Conjec-
ture: there is no polynomial pairing function that defines a bijection between
the set of natural numbers N and its product set N2 of degree higher than
2. We introduce the concept of information efficiency of a function as the
balance between the information in the input and the output. We show that
1) Any function defining a computable bijection between an infinite set and
the set of natural numbers is information efficient, 2) the Cantor functions
satisfy this condition, 3) any hypothetical higher order function defining such
a bijection also will be information efficient, i.e. it stays asymtotically close
to the Cantor functions and thus cannot be a higher order function.
Keywords: Fueter Po´lya Conjecture, Information efficiency , Kolmogorov
complexity, data structures, theory of computation.
1. Introduction
The set of natural numbers N can be mapped to its product set by the
two so-called Cantor pairing functions π2 : N2 → N that define a two-way
polynomial time computable bijection:
π2(x, y) := 1/2(x+ y)(x+ y + 1) + y (1)
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The Fueter - Po´lya theorem (Fueter and Po´lya (1923)) states that the
Cantor pairing function and its symmetric counterpart π′2(x, y) = π2(y, x)
are the only possible quadratic pairing functions. The original proof by
Fueter and Po´lya is complex, but a simpler version was published in Vsemirnov
(2002) (cf. Nathanson (2016)). The Fueter - Po´lya conjecture states that
there are no other polynomial functions that define such a bijection. In this
paper we present a proof of this conjecture based on the information effi-
ciency of bijections. We introduce the concept of information efficiency of a
function as the balance between the information in the input and the infor-
mation in the output. We show that every computable bijection from a set to
the set of natural numbers is information efficient and that the Cantor func-
tions satisfy this constraint. Any other function satisfying this constraint has
to stay asymptotically close to the Cantor functions and thus cannot have a
higher order.
2. Proof
We useK(x) as the prefix-free Kolmogorov complexity of x (Li and Vita´nyi
(2008)). The Information Efficiency of a function is the difference between
the amount of information in the input of a function and the amount of
information in the output. We use the shorthand f(x) for f(x1, x2, . . . , xk):
Definition 1 (Information Efficiency of a Function). Let f : Nk → N be a
function of k variables. We have:
• the input information I(x) and
• the output information I(f(x)).
• The information efficiency of the expression f(x) is
δ(f(x)) = I(f(x))− I(x)
• A function f is information conserving if δ(f(x)) = 0 i.e. it contains
exactly the amount of information in its input parameters,
• it is information discarding if δ(f(x)) < 0 and
• it has constant information if δ(f(x)) = c.
• it is information expanding if δ(f(x)) > 0.
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The following theorem describes a fundamental quality of deterministic
information processing:
Theorem 1. No finite deterministic program expands information.
Proof: This result holds for a variety of information measures. We prove
the case for Shannon information and Kolmogorov complexity. Suppose
p(i) = o, where p is a finite deterministic program and i and o are input
and output. Applying Shannon’s theory we have P (o|p, i) = 1, i.e. the oc-
currence message o given p and i is certain. Consequently − logP (o|p, i) = 0,
so o contains 0 bits of new information. According to Kolmogorov complex-
ity, since the program p has finite length, K(o) ≤ K(i) +O(1). 
Lemma 1. If f : Nk → N and the corresponding function f−1 define a
deterministically computable bijection then f is information efficient on all
elements of Nk.
Proof: The functions f and f−1 are deterministic programs, so by theorem
1 they cannot expand information. But f cannot discard information either.
Since f is bijection we have f−1f(x) = x and if f is information discarding
f−1 would be information expanding. 
We give, without proof, the following theorem, that is due to Re´nyi
(1961):
Theorem 2. The logarithm is the only mathematical operation that satisfies:
• Additivity: I(m× n) = I(m) + I(n),
• Monotonicity: I(m) ≤ I(m+ 1) and
• Normalisation: I(a) = 1.
By theorem 2 the logarithm exactly represents the extensive qualities of
a general notion of information in natural numbers. If functions are defined
on natural numbers we can use the log function to measure the information:
I(x) = log x, I(f(x)) = log f(x)
Combining theorem 2 and lemma 1 we expect any computable bijection
f : N2 → N to be information efficient in the limit when measured in terms of
the log operation. We cannot compute a double limit for the Cantor function
π2 directly, but we can compute the limit for almost all points by computing
the infinite sets of limits on all lines y = hx, with h > 0:
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Lemma 2. The cantor function π2(x, y) := 1/2(x+ y)(x+ y+ 1)+ y has in
the limit constant information efficiency on all the lines y = hx with h > 0.
Proof: We have to prove that limx→∞ δ(π
2(x, hx)) = c. We compute the
information efficiency in the limit on the line y = hx:
lim
x→∞
δ(π2(x, hx)) = (2)
lim
x→∞
log(
1
2
(x+ hx+ 1)(x+ hx) + hx)− log x− log hx =
log lim
x→∞
1
2
(x+ hx+ 1)(x+ hx) + hx
hx2
= log(
1
2h
+ 1 +
h
2
) = c

We get insight as to why the Fueter - Po´lya conjecture is true, when we
rewrite the third line of the proof above as:
log lim
x→∞
π2(x, hx)
hx2
= c
The term hx2 in the fraction is generated by the fact that the input
is two-dimensional. As a consequence no function with order > 2 can be
information efficient:
Theorem 3. There are no other polynomial functions with degree > 2 that
define a bijection between N and N2.
Proof: Suppose such a function πn of degree n exists. Since it is a bi-
jection it needs to be information conserving in the limit for the numbers
on all lines y = hx, with h > 0. Consequently the conditions of lemma 2
hold: limx→∞ δ(π
n(x, hx)) = c, for al h > 0.This implies that πn will stay
asymptotically close to π2 on all lines y = hx. Specifically, following the
proof of lemma 2, for each line y = hx:
log lim
x→∞
πn(x, hx)
hx2
= c
The fact that πn has degree n > 2 will not come to expression on any line
y = hx, with h > 0. Consequently πn is not a function with degree higher
than 2. 
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3. A version based on Kolmogorov complexity
It is possible to rephrase the proof purely in terms of Kolmogorov com-
plexity:
Lemma 3. Suppose A is an infinite set and f : N → A and f−1 are com-
putable bijections, then:
∀(x ∈ A)K(f−1(x)) ≤ K(x) +O(1)
∀(y ∈ N)K(f(y)) ≤ K(y) +O(1)
Proof: If we have x and f−1 is a program of finite length, thenK(f−1(x)) =
K(x) + K(f−1) + c. If we have y and f is a program of finite length, then
K(f(y)) = K(y) +K(f) + c. 
Note that in terms of lemma 3 the logarithm is an upper bound for the
Kolmogorov complexity of a natural number and that there is an infinite
amount of cases for which the actual Kolmogorov complexity of a number is
considerable smaller. We need to establish that the conditions of lemma 2
also hold for a sufficient amount of numbers with an adequate distribution
of cells in N2.
Definition 2. An infinite set of numbers is typical in the limit if it contains
an infinite amount of incompressible numbers, e.g. there is a constant c for
which it contains an infinite subset for which the condition K(x) > log
2
x− c
holds.
Lemma 4. Any infinite set of natural numbers that has density > 0 is typical
in the limit.
Proof: this is an immediate consequence of a well-known counting argu-
ment from Kolmogorov complexity (Li and Vita´nyi (2008)): the density of
the set of numbers compressible by more than a constant is 0 in the limit,
so any set with density > 0 contains an infinite amount of incompressible
numbers. 
We need to substitute these results in the proof of theorem 3: Observe
that for each line y = hx, for any ǫ > 0 the neighbourhood {(x, y)| hx ≤ y ≤
(h + ǫ)x} in N2 is dense and thus typical in the limit. The fact that πn has
degree n > 2 will in the limit not come to expression on any neighbourhood
{(x, y)| hx ≤ y ≤ (h + ǫ)x}, with h > 0. Consequently πn is not a function
with degree higher than 2.
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